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Abstr Act

 As architectural projects become increasingly complex, more 
sophisticated tools are needed to evaluate the success of a design solution.  
Architecture suffers when its product is left up to the subjective judgement 
of uneducated outsiders.  Without an objective language with which to 
communicate expertise, the field risks being overridden by amateurs and 
hobbyists who can assert, with confidence, that their judgment is as good as 
professional.
 This thesis is not concerned with defining the entirety of 
architectural discourse but only in refining the concept of elegance in terms 
of contemporary practice because it, as a concept, has tremendous potential 
to inf luence all aspects of a design process.  It seeks to refine the term in 
the architectural context, in light of emerging contemporary practices and 
endeavors so that it might be a useful tool to future designers.
 In architecture, elegance is typically an elusive concept.  Considered 
synonymous with grace, beauty and refinement, it resides in the subjective 
realm where it is of little practical use as an endeavour or evaluative tool to 
designers.  It is possible to define elegance in objective terms, as is evident 
by the fields of Philosophy, Mathematics and Engineering.  These fields have 
developed sophisticated languages with which to objectively communicate and 
evaluate the work produced within and their understanding of elegance can 
provide a framework for the creation of a new definition for architecture. 
 As it has emerged, the new concept of elegance has been tested 
through the production and analysis of a series of system case-studies ranging 
in scope from sculpture to large scale architectural enclosure.  Each study 
was born of the criteria established by the definition and an analysis of each 
has contributed to the validity of the new elegance. The concept, as a criteria 
for justification, lies deeper than many contemporary justifications for 
architecture.  While it is not the only evaluative concept, it combines essence, 
multi-functionality and consistency which, together can inf luence an entire 
contemporary parametric and systemic design process.  Elegance is a powerful 
tool in the hands of a designer because it allows for the repeated realization 
of practical and creative architectural solutions by providing an evaluative 
framework to justify decisions.
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 When I am WorkIng on a problem, I never thInk about 
beauty but When I have fInIshed, If the solutIon Is not 
beautIful, I knoW It Is Wrong.

 r. buckmInster fuller
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chApter 1

    elegAnce

 In architecture, elegance is typically an elusive concept.  Considered 
synonymous with grace, beauty and refinement, it resides in the subjective 
realm where it is of little practical use as an endeavour or evaluative tool to 
designers.  It is possible to define elegance in objective terms, as is evident 
by the fields of Philosophy, Mathematics and Engineering.  These fields have 
developed sophisticated and specific languages with which to objectively 
communicate and evaluate the work produced within.  Architecture suffers 
when its product is left up to the subjective judgement of uneducated outsiders.  
Without an objective language with which to communicate expertise, the 
field risks being overridden by amateurs and hobbyists who can assert, with 
confidence, that their judgment is as good as professional.  This thesis is not 
concerned with defining the entirety of architectural discourse but only in 
refining the concept of elegance in terms of contemporary practice because it, 
as a concept has tremendous potential to guide an entire design process.
 The following thesis is a continuous exploration of the concept 
of elegance in architecture and design.  It seeks to refine the term in the 
architectural context and in light of emerging contemporary practices and 
endeavors. The emerging concept was explored through the production and 
analysis of a series of systemic case-studies ranging in scope from sculpture 
to large scale architectural enclosure.  Each study was born of the criteria 
established by the definition and an analysis of each has contributed to the 
validity of the new elegance. 
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 As compiled from a number of sources, elegance is generally defined 
as a synonym for beauty that has come to acquire the additional connotations 
of unusual effectiveness and simplicity. Fundamental components of the 
concept include simplicity and consistency of design, focusing on the essential 
features of an object or concept.  Additionally, in terms of Engineering, an 
elegant solution tends to solve multiple problems at once, and is especially 
successful if it combines solutions to problems not generally thought to be 
inter-related.
 From these generalizations, it is possible to distill three specific yet 
basic concepts to define elegance in a architectural context.  These are the 
concepts of Essence, Multi-functionality and Consistency.  Essence refers to 
essential characteristics or those attributes that make something what it is.  
Multi-Functionality is a simple entity’s ability to serve several tasks at once 
and without compromise.  Consistency is basically the absence of contradiction 
and is, in this definition, conceptually replacing simplicity.  
 Over the course of a year, seven case studies were developed based 
on these new elegance principals.  Then, once finished, they were evaluated 
to determine the successes of failures of the process.  It was hoped that the 
successful use of these concepts would produce solutions of unusual or non-
obvious effectiveness. 
 The concepts of Essence, Multi-functionality and Consistency will be 
explored in more detail in the following three chapters.  The Venn Diagram 
at the right illustrates elegance as the equal overlap of the three concepts.  
The triangle in the center has been pulled out and will be used to graphically 
describe the achieved elegance of each case-study.

defining elegAnce
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chApter 2

    essence

“In philosophy, essence is the attribute or set of attributes that make 
an object or substance what it fundamentally is, and which it has by 
necessity, and without which it loses its identity.” 1

 In terms of architecture, materials and systems define the essence 
of any composition.  It may seem obvious, but this reality is often taken for 
granted by many designers.  Without an understanding of the true nature of 
materials and systems, designers risk producing buildings that fight or hide 
their own essence.  Misinterpreting or under utilizing material and system 
potential is aesthetically tragic, unproductive and inherently costly.  While 
it may seem daunting to learn about materials, it is possible for designers 
to understand their potential and to work within a process that constantly 
enlightens and informs.

1. S. Marc Cohen, “Aristotle’s Metaphysics”, Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy, accessed May 13 2012.  

plato.stanford.edu/entries/aristotle-metaphysics
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 A Material is anything made of matter that is composed of one or 
more substances.  Buildings are constructed of materials, therefore designers 
should naturally be concerned with their realities.  The useful and quantifiable 
behavioral and structural realities of materials are known as properties.  
Properties are determined by a material’s atomic structure, the process through 
which it was created and, in biological materials, the functional role it evolved 
to serve. The spectrum of properties that a material can exhibit is vast but 
generally finite and understandable.  Experimental Architect Kyle Talbott 
explains how designers can work with materials more effectively:

 Experimental designers work from the premise that materials 
“talk back”; design becomes a process of negotiating with a material.  
When designers attempt to alter a material in a certain way, it resists.  
So they adjust their approach.  By seeking out the inclinations of 
a material, designers discover unanticipated behaviors and adjust 
their goals to take advantage of them.  This feedback loop turns 
experimental design into an act of exploring a medium, rather than 
executing a pre-conceived idea.
 When designers explore a material, they dissect its complexity, 
probing below its obvious properties, standard applications and 
everyday forms.  The value of negotiation is not only improved 
constructability, but discovery of hidden potential. Designers 
accomplish this by identifying a latent property.  A latent property 
is non-obvious, present in a material by nature but suppressed by 
standard applications.  By identifying such a property, designers 
identify a path to innovation.2 

 
 This method of material exploration assumes that materiality is 
important to the design process and allows material essence to inf luence a 
project.  
 

2. Talbott, Kyle.  Feed Back Loop. (Milwaukee: Kyle William Talbott, 2010.) pp. 15,16

 The inf luence of material essence is expanding in contemporary 
design practice.  In their book, The Atlas of Novel Tectonics, Jesse Riser and 
Nanako Umemoto discuss this ideological shift.

The most important distinction in our changing notions of architectural 
design is the shift from geometry as an abstract regulator of the 
materials of construction to a notion that matter and material behavior 
must be implicated in the geometry itself.3 

 Essentially, designers that compose architecture from the top down, or 
decide on a general geometric form then attempt to force materials to conform, 
fail to recognize the potential and importance of essence.  Buildings are not 
constructed of a single material, but of a multitude of interconnected materials.  
By geometrically and functionally organizing these materials, designers 
produce architectural systems. Therefore, material behavior is typically 
implicated in architecture through the geometry of its systems.  
 Designers produce systems to accomplish complex goals.  They 
are necessary because of the limitations of individual materials.  Steel may 
support a building but it is not transparent so it must be combined with 
another medium if visibility is to be achieved.  Systems are more complex 
than materials because their behaviors are defined both by material properties 
and by the sets of established interaction principals created by a designer.  As 
project parameters multiply, system complexity must as well.  As complexity 
increases, material essence becomes mandatory if the system is to maintain any 
identity or usefulness.  Interestingly, systems act like materials and can exhibit 
latent properties to those willing to nurture them.  The potential for discovery 
increases as a system becomes more complex.  Design must therefore be a 
negotiation with systems as well as materials.  By listening to systems as they 
develop, a designer can take advantage of opportunities that were unimaginable 
at the beginning of a project.
 A design process that assumes an understanding of and discovery of 
material and system properties guarantees that the essence of a production will 
be true and expressed.   

3. Jesse Reiser, Nanako Umemoto,  Atlas of Novel Tectonics. (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 2006.) 
p.72
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chApter 3

    Multi -functionAlit y

 The concept of multi-functionality deals with a designer’s ability to 
compose so rationally and completely that nearly every single aspect of the 
composition is functioning in multiple capacities.  In the architectural context, 
function can refer to such requirements as structure, insulation and acoustic 
performance but also applies to aesthetics and experience.  In a comprehensive 
design process, the latter two should be assumed in every part.
 The natural world is filled with examples of multi-functional 
compositions.  For example, our bones serve the function of structural support 
but also produce blood cells and regenerate themselves.  Tree leaves generate 
food from sunlight, aspirate, regenerate and in many cases protect a tree.  
 There are also examples of human creations that exhibit sophisticated 
integration.  Typically these arise as the functional parameters of a project 
become extreme.  The aviation industry is one where multi-functional 
integration is the standard of production.  Because aircraft are intended to 
safely defy gravity and travel at extreme speeds, light-weight, redundant 
construction is the primary goal.  To achieve this, nearly every part is 
questioned and integrated during design.  For example, the wings are built 
of a structural skin that works in tandem with a series of structural ribs and 
spars that together create a strong and f lexible structural unit.  Not only do 
they provide the aircraft lift and stability, these same components also serve 
to contain the fuel, which is often not stored in a tank but literally by the wing 
skin itself.  New advancements are allowing the wings to do all of that plus 
twist for aircraft control, effectively eliminating the mechanical f laps that 
add weight to traditional craft.  Nothing is taken for granted in the design of 
aircraft and the same should be expected for architecture, despite the fact that 
buildings are typically stationary.  
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Multi-functionAlit y in systeMs 

 Multi-functionality exists in well designed architectural systems in 
subtle ways.  It is necessary to understand the nature of what we define as a 
function.  Function, in this case, includes any useful property that contributes 
to the physical success of the system itself or to its relevancy to the human 
experience.  Assuming this definition, structure, acoustics, illumination, 
assembly, as well as poetics, tangibility and aesthetics constitute valid 
functions that are relevant to a designer.  
 In a good system, all parts function in multiple ways.  For instance, a 
steel structural frame naturally has components that function in tension and 
some that act in compression.  If these components are separated, they each 
serve one structural purpose.  By starting with a structural geometry where all 
members are acting in both tension and compression, like in a space frame or 
geodesic structure, the parts are already multi-functional. But why stop there?  
That same structure, if composed correctly, can also carry low-voltage power 
for lighting due to the fact that steel is a good conductor.  If designed with good 
proportion and if care is taken to resolve joints and corner details, it can also 
prove to have tremendous aesthetic value as well.  Essentially, each steel piece 
of this system now embodies four functions.
 To achieve multi-functionality, a designer must first assume it is 
always a possibility.  The first mistake of the average architect is to assume 
specification.  The mainstream practice of architecture relies entirely on 
specificity.  The Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) is an organization 
that maintains and advances the standardization of construction practice as it 
pertains to building system specifications.  CSI has authored MasterFormat, 
which is an index for organizing construction specifications. It now consists 
of fifty divisions of construction systems, such as Masonry, Electrical, 
Finishes, or Mechanical Systems.  The very structure of this tool assumes 
that a structural system can not also be an electrical system so the previous 
example would never be possible to someone relying on CSI.  While helpful 
to those who simply “build” buildings, it is unnecessary and encumbering for 
experimental architects interested in innovation.
 

 The first step in the process of achieving multi-functionality is to be 
fully aware of the scope of functions that a system needs to embody.  If all 
parameters are understood at the beginning, a designer can immediately look 
for combination opportunities.  This step is very important because functional 
associations, once concretized, become increasingly hard to combine with 
others.  In the beginning, when all possibilities are on the table, they can 
be organized and prioritized, which is necessary for integration.  Naturally, 
projects assume new functions as time goes on and as project parameters 
change, new relationships will be made.  Still, the more parameters available at 
the beginning, the better.  
 Once functions are determined, materials can be chosen and added 
to the process of experimentation.  An understanding of material properties 
and processes allows functional combinations to become reality.  Often, 
combinations present themselves naturally as in the case of the steel structure 
carrying electricity.  Strength and conductivity are steel’s most obvious 
properties so the combination of structure and lighting should be obvious 
as well.  Other properties and combinations must be distilled through an 
experimentation process.  When material and construction processes are 
ignored, opportunities are lost.  Often, ignoring materials and processes will 
produce systems that can prove insufficient or impossible to build. 
 Finally, the designer must assume an open-minded and non-linear 
process.  Working within the reality of materials while producing and testing 
frequent prototypes is the only methodology for success. While prototyping 
a system, it is necessary to maintain a constant awareness of adjacencies 
that may yield further combination opportunities.  If priorities are known, 
they should be maintained, which also requires frequent reassessment and 
adjustment of other functional parameters.  As stated earlier, opportunities 
arise along the course of a project and often a system can take on extra 
functions that it was never intended to perform.  This is particularly true with 
aesthetics and experience.  Systems frequently develop experiential nuances, 
especially as complexity increases, that are much more rewarding than any that 
could have been pre-planned.   
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 Consistency is the new Simplicity. This new definition of elegance is 
emerging to favor the term consistency over simplicity because, by definition, 
simplicity requires a limited number of parts and is, in many cases, only 
a perceived quality.  Buildings and systems are not composed of a limited 
number of parts nor do they serve a limited number of functions.  They are 
not inherently simple and a designer’s pursuit of simplification is often futile.  
A common strategy among architects for achieving simplicity begins with an 
elimination of functional parameters prior to design.  One way they do this 
is by insisting that many functional parameters are not actually functions, as 
is often the case with aesthetic or poetic functional parameters.   If they can 
not further edit the parameter set, they then hide the remaining complexity to 
illicit the perceived quality of simplicity.  The resulting system is inherently 
dishonest and is typically uninteresting, hard to maintain and sometimes 
dangerous.  Often, attempts to simplify inherently complex problem sets like 
buildings, neighborhoods and cities down to a few “ideal” elements results in 
long term failure and tragedy.  Simplicity is at odds with the complex reality of 
the built environment and contemporary practice.  As programmatic functional 
parameters multiply due to social and environmental performance demands and 
emerging trends toward the organic aesthetic, simplicity becomes unattainable.  
 Consistency is essentially a lack of contradictions within a concept 
or system.  Contradictions, in architectural terms, are the aspects of a design 
that are unnecessary to or at odds with the overall concept or composition of a 
system.  It is easy to imagine the annoyance one might have in viewing a single 
f loor tile that is misplaced or discolored in an otherwise perfectly composed 
pattern. On a larger scale, contradictions become more pronounced.  When 
multiple systems are used in the composition of a building, consistency can 
become difficult to achieve because multiple systems can be disparate and 
clash where they intersect if diligence is not maintained.   

chApter 4 
 consistency
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 In a contemporary practice that deals with ever increasing demands on 
the functionality of building performance, the concept of consistency takes on 
a new level of importance as both a goal and as an evaluative criteria for the 
success of a developing building or system.  A design can be evaluated both in 
terms of physical consistency as well as conceptual consistency.

physicAl consistency

 Designers who think in terms of systems are already developing 
physical consistency because systems must have some inherent consistency to 
exist.  Systemic thinking involves simultaneous part and whole development 
which guarantees aspects of repetition and cohesion.  
 Naturally occurring organisms, structures and phenomena are systemic 
and inherently consistent yet they are composed of a multitude of parts.  For 
instance, simplicity may be the observed quality of the human body, but the 
reality is that human anatomy is anything but simple.  Consistency is therefore 
a more objective and measurable concept to define the reality of natural 
systems because it considers the sum of all the parts, no matter their multitude. 
 At the cutting edge of experimental architecture, the concept of 
complexity has become fundamental to the production of products that both 
explain our contemporary understanding of the universe and embody it.  
Computer Scientist Dominique Chu has established that “a complex system is 
a system composed of interconnected parts that as a whole exhibit one or more 
properties not obvious from the properties of the individual parts.”4  
 While simplicity and complexity are opposites by definition, 
consistency and complexity are very conceptually compatible.  Examples of 
complex systems include ant colonies, human economies and social structures, 
cells and living organisms, nervous systems, climate, as well as modern energy 
or telecommunication infrastructures. Complex systems are important to 
architecture because they provide tremendously effective solutions to complex 
problem sets like buildings.  Another inf luential aspect of a complex system 
to designers is that it may produce emergent phenomena, or non-obvious 
properties that can add richness and innovation to a project.   

4. Dominique Chu,  Complexity: Against Systems. Theory in Biosciences. (Springer Verlag, 2011.)

 Emergent behavior is a tremendous source for system and architectural 
innovation because it is essentially what a system does in addition to what the 
designer planned.  While engineers might be more interested in quantifying 
and stopping those aspects that emerge from a system, designers typically 
seek to nurture and discover emergent qualitative results.  Qualities are those 
aspects of a material or system that are defined by perception and experience 
such as light effects, textures and even smells.  These are non-quantifiable 
and therefore are the sole realm of a designer’s expertise.  Since any system or 
building can have a multitude of perceived qualities, it is up to the designer to 
prioritize and maintain consistency in qualitative perception if a building is to 
be experienced with any regularity or meaning. 
 
conceptuAl consistency

 In the pursuit of elegance, the concept of consistency is very important 
to the evaluation of the relevance of emergent properties and qualities.  It gives 
the designer a tool to evaluate the relevance of emergent characteristics.  It 
is important for a designer to maintain a project’s conceptual consistency.  
Consider a system that develops an unexpected lightweight and almost levitated 
quality.  While this may be an exciting and innovative discovery, the designer 
must consider its relevance to the whole concept.  If the concept is based on 
weight and permanence, the emergent quality may be a contradiction to the 
rest of the project and should be eliminated.  Or, if the new quality can not be 
ignored, a designer may shift the entire concept toward light-weight.  Either 
way, the consistency test rationalizes the decision.  Thinking in terms of 
conceptual consistency allows the designer to produce and maintain meaning 
by controlling the experience of the multitude of perceived qualities and 
characteristics that a complex architecture can exhibit.
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 cAse studies 

 As this definition of elegance has emerged, it has been helpful to apply 
its three fundamental concepts to the production of multiple Complex Systems 
to test their validity and potential. Although several materials and process 
were studied, the design process remained consistent.  It was a parametric 
process with specific strategies for producing essence, consistency and 
multi-functionality. 
 Typically, the projects started with an abstract formal concept such as 
introversion or fascination and a list of functional requirements.  Simultaneous 
experiments with specific materials established the physical parameters 
available for creating the system.  Next, the components of the system, as well 
as their necessary interactions were designed and then adjusted to maximize 
their potential for producing the originally intended concept.  Finally, the 
components were multiplied in an irregular way to ensure that the assembly 
would not be predictable and that the resulting system would develop its 
own organic formal identity.  This final step was referred to as the mutation 
strategy.
 As the components were produced and assembled through their 
respective material processes, each emerging form began to exhibit unintended 
characteristics.  Often this was due to the imprecise and unpredictable nature 
of the processes.  Extreme refinement of a material process is possible in 
industrial settings but is hard to achieve and often undesirable in experimental 
labs.  Every unforeseen anomaly in the system was edited according to the 
original concept and the three elegance criteria and most remained, effectively 
increasing the sophistication of the developing system.
 The following is a summary of the parametric process and the various 
material processes that were explored in the production of the case studies.
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pAr AMetric And systeMic thinking

 The new definition of elegance has been pursued and refined under 
the assumption of a contemporary design framework.  Specifically speaking, 
a framework of parametrically derived systems.  Systems are the stuff of 
architecture and Parametric Thinking is the evolving process for developing 
and controlling them.  The topic of parametric thinking could generate a thesis 
or dissertation on its own and was not the topic of this thesis but it was the core 
of the process that generated the case-studies. 
 Parametric is one of the most popular buzz words in contemporary 
architecture.  It seems to be used in context with several different aspects 
of the field which makes one curious to know its exact implications.  To 
understand the term without any architectural baggage, it is helpful to dissect 
it a bit.  If something is parametric, then it stands to reason that it must be 
inf luenced by parameters.  
 The word parameter is relatively new.  It is a product of the field of 
mathematics and was first used in the mid 17th century.  It was a geometry 
term until the 1920s when its meaning was, according to the online etymology 
dictionary, generalized to a “measurable factor which helps to define a 
particular system.”5  It is a combination of the Greek words para, meaning 
to one side of or beside and metron or measure.  Para seems to have a fairly 
straightforward meaning but measure has multiple definitions.  There is the 
most obvious usage of the verb form of measure that is defined as ascertaining 
the size of something but some other definitions seem to clarify para-meter 
better.  When used as a noun, measure can refer to a limit, or an extent not to 
be exceeded.  Even as a verb, to measure can mean to adjust or proportion.  
 These two root words imply a three part structure to anything that is 
a parameter.  One, a parameter must adjust or limit.  Implicitly, it must have 
one or more entities to adjust or limit and, as the para suggests, the parameter 
must be ‘beside’ the entity or entities, or, they must be intrinsically linked.  
This third relational aspect is the most important defining characteristic of 
the parameter.  The entity can not be defined without the parameter and the 
parameter is not a parameter without defining the entity.     
 

5.“Parameter,” Online Entomology Dictionary, accessed May 13, 2012. www.etymonline.com

 In design terms, parametric is most often used to refer to a method 
of design modeling in 3D digital software.  In his book Feed Back Loop, Kyle 
Talbott describes parametric design modeling:

“The technology that facilitates complex architecture is parametric 
modeling.  Parametric modeling generates geometry based on a system 
of numeric variables or parameters, rather than a single set of fixed 
points in space.  Through the incremental adjustment of parameters, 
a digital model transforms gradually through a series of intermediate 
steps.”6

 Parametric modeling did not play a role in design until relatively 
recently and the design methodology inspired by it is still developing.  
Parametric thinking is more broad than parametric modeling and can inform all 
aspects of architecture.  For instance, materials can be explored parametrically.  
Any given material has a finite set of properties that make up its nature.  
Properties, by this description, have a parametric relationship to the behavior 
of the material itself.  
 If a designer understands the inherent properties/parameters of a 
material, he or she can more effectively explore it and discover its potential.  
On a different scale, the site on which a building is intended to be built has 
parameters.  Factors like soil conditions, topography, adjacent buildings and 
legal restrictions all adjust or limit the potential solution.  Unlike parametric 
modeling, these parameters are usually not adjustable, however they still serve 
as parameters with which to measure the outcome of a design.  Parameters, in 
all forms, inf luence burgeoning architecture and systems creating a richer and 
more contextual solution.  
 

6. Talbott, Kyle.  Feed Back Loop. (Milwaukee: Kyle William Talbott, 2010.) p. 25
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 A designer inspired by an understanding of the parametric nature 
of materials, systems and the universe for that matter, will celebrate the 
opportunities derived from limits.  That designer will not seek to reduce the 
parameters, but will gather and proliferate them to create a rich and meaningful 
design.  For instance, the one-size-fits-all, “prefab” house neglects the 
parameters of context.  Compare any prefab to Frank Lloyd Wright’s Falling 
Water and its lack of contextual richness and complexity becomes evident.   
 Parametric digital modeling is reshaping the process and pursuit of 
architecture but remains, for many, disconnected from the reality of building.  
Perhaps by using a common language to describe the nature of both the real 
and digital world, the two can inform each other more directly.  If the software 
requires parameters, give it parameters, but let them be based in reality.  In this 
way, design experimentation can achieve new potential and validity.  
 Reality based parametric strategies are represented in the following 
case studies.  Essentially, there were three methodologies employed to produce 
complex and unintended results.  A system can be fundamentally thought of as 
a set of individual parts and a strategy to connect them all together.  Like the 
scientific method, parametric thinking employs the concepts of controls and 
variables to define the nature of the parts and connectors.  Identical, repeating 
parts and connections can be thought of as controls because, when used, 
nothing will change across the entirety of the system.  For variation, individual 
parts can be adjusted in scale and shape relative to one another to cause a 
system to activate, or break out of the mundane aesthetic of regular repetition.  
Similarly, parts can be connected together with variable connections to 
the same effect.  A variable connection would be one where each part has 
adjustable connectors or multiple connection locations so that the proximity 
between parts or their relative orientation can change.  Control and variability 
can be applied to either part or connection or both to activate a system.  
 According to these criteria, a system that has identical parts and a 
consistent connection strategy will tend to be very regular and predictable. 
Since the parts are identical and they are oriented in exactly the same way from 
one to the next, nothing formally interesting will emerge. Examples include 
CMU walls, standard curtain walls and regular space frames.  

 

 If we consider a system composed of identical parts with a variable 
connection strategy, we find that the resulting system is much more interesting.  
Technically, a brick and mortar system fits this category although it is rarely 
utilized as such.  Contemporary experimental architects are composing brick 
systems where each brick is allowed to rotate within the system.  This is 
possible because the mortar is a f luid medium and, as long as some part of the 
bricks overlap, structure is maintained. 
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 Now consider a system with dissimilar parts and a constant connection 
strategy.  In this scenario, parts can be varied to a great degree as long as they 
stay within the limits required by the constant connection strategy.  This may 
be the most common parametric strategy currently employed because digital 
parametric tools make it easy to divide a surface into varying panel shapes but 
producing varying connection methods is still rather complicated.  Due to an 
inability to disassociate themselves with the concept of standardization, many 
architects produce complex skins with the assumption that they will simply be 
attached to a frame using standard bolts or fasteners.  They take connection 
possibilities for granted and, according to the concept of elegance, theses 
strategies fail.  It is possible however, to work within this method and produce 
truly elegant solutions, as a few of the Case-Studies will demonstrate.
  

 The final strategy involves both dissimilar parts and a variable 
connection strategy.  This typically produces the most “organic” and 
interesting results because every aspect of the system can adapt and mutate.  It 
is also the hardest to control.  Many biological systems fall into this category 
because as a part, a leaf for example, grows, the connection must grow as well 
to support increasing weight. 
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 bronze And AluMinuM investMent cAsting

 Lost-wax casting is the ancient process by which a metal sculpture is 
cast from an artist’s original wax sculpture. In industrial uses, the process is 
called investment casting and is often used to make architectural components.  
The process varies from foundry to foundry, but the steps necessary for casting 
small bronze sculptures are generally quite standardized. This illustration 
explains the process used in the production of the following metal case-studies.
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2
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 lAser cut And heAt forMed Acrylic pl Astic

 

 Laser cutting is a technology that uses a computer-controlled laser 
to cut sheet materials and is typically used for industrial prototyping and 
manufacturing applications.  It works by directing the output of a high-power 
laser at the material to be cut through a series of mirrors, fibre-optics and 
lenses. The material then either melts, burns, vaporizes away, or is blown 
away by a jet of gas, leaving a precise edge with a high-quality surface finish. 
Industrial laser cutters are generally used to cut f lat-sheet material but can also 
cut structural and piping materials.  In one case-study, Acrylic Plastic was the 
material of choice because it has a low melting point, which allows for easy 
cutting and also subsequent heat bending and forming.  After the components 
were laser cut, they were each heated in the concentrated heat of multiple 
candles and bent into their final, three-dimensional forms. In another case-
study, laser cutting was used to cut medium density fiberboard into parts that 
puzzle fit together. 
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cnc MAchined ply wood

 

 A CNC router is a computer-controlled machine for cutting various 
hard materials, such as wood, composites, aluminum, steel, plastics, and foams. 
The machine pictured was built concurrent to the case-studies, specifically for 
the purpose of material experimentation and design prototyping.  It took six 
months to build and was used for the research and production of the last three 
case-studies.  These machines are extremely useful, fast and accurate but also 
require a great deal of understanding to operate.  As a material process, CNC 
machining is relatively new and its potential for design is barely explored.  
The purpose of building this one was to learn, from the ground up, the full 
capacity and potential of the machine.  They are surprisingly simple in concept 
yet complicated in operation.  Designing for this process without explicit 
knowledge of its technical nuances is tricky and often frustrating.  Working 
within the parameters of the machine is both necessary and rewarding.  Its 
further value to an experimental design process is that it is a manufacturing 
tool as much as a prototyping device.  Systems designed for this process are 
inherently ready for mass production.   
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5.1   bronze IntroversIon
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intentions

 By creating a strategically asymmetrical part, the aggregation of many 
would produce a form with structural complexity on the inside and a smooth 
regular diamond pattern on the outside.

coMponents

 Aside from the intention to differentiate the inside from the outside, 
the most important factors that inf luenced the development of the part were 
structural stability and the necessity of transmitting molten bronze from one to 
the next without trapping air during casting.  The shape to the right illustrates 
the final asymmetrical part that is half diamond, to produce an outside pattern 
and half structural connectors for the interior structure.

AggregAtion/MutAtion str Ategy

 This system is composed of dissimilar parts with a constant 
connection strategy.  Each part was shaped so that, when cut from a wax sheet 
and folded, they could be fused to each other at three points to produce a rigid 
structure. To take advantage of the potential of this developing complex system 
and push the resulting form to extremes, the individual parts were adjusted 
before assembly to disrupt the potential uninteresting repetition of similar 
parts.  As the parts were drawn digitally and organized into rows, each row 
was scaled to produce a size gradient from small to large and back to small.  
This strategy might have produced a rather expected form but, combined with 
the extreme variability and inconsistency of the wax to bronze process, the 
resulting system was very surprising.
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AnAlysis

 This piece was the first of the three studies in bronze so the process 
was unknown at the onset of production.  Interestingly, it was also the most 
successful and predictable with the exception of the air venting tendrils.  The 
shape of the parts, designed to easily fill with bronze and vent escaping air 
during casting, had to be modified during construction to provide additional air 
venting.  The added vents were placed with care so that they might be saved in 
the final piece but it was predicted they would need to be removed.  When the 
vents filled with bronze, the resulting appendages were so interesting that they 
were further sculpted to their final organic appearance.  They were also able to 
precariously balance the entire weight of the piece, which produced a strangely 
levitated effect for an otherwise heavy object.   When lit for photographs, it 
displayed another un-intended quality as it produced intricate and complex 
shadow patterns on the ground surface.  This shadow casting ability was 
reproduced strategically in later case studies.

c m

e

essence

 This piece, composed entirely of bronze, is completely true to its 
essential materials, structural system and production process.  The system 
geometry is heavily inf luenced by the f luid nature of liquid bronze.  The entire 
inside structural armature exhibits a dark patina, which is a natural oxidation 
characteristic of bronze.  The outer diamonds were polished until bright and 
ref lective. This contrast served to illustrate the inherent and desirable qualities 
of the material.

consistency 

 Being of one system, it is inherently consistent.  The added appendages 
are a contradiction to the original intention of having a vent-free system, but 
since they occur regularly and are of the same continuous piece of metal, they 
are formally consistent.   

Multi-functionAlit y

 The individual wax components and subsequent solid bronze assembly 
was designed to function in accordance with the casting process as well as 
function both structurally and aesthetically. Its ability to cast shadows emerged 
after casting and observation.  It achieves these combined functions within its 
own reality as a single piece of bronze.  
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5.2  bronze expansIon
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intentions

 To produce a layered, spherical system with a smooth exterior and a 
textured, structural interior.

coMponents

 Similar to the first project, the individual components needed to 
embody both an exterior and interior reality.  In this study, the components 
were created by fusing two separate parts, each with its own properties, in 
an effort to maximise their difference.  The shapes to the right illustrate the 
diamond shape responsible for the exterior pattern and the structural connector 
designed for interior effect.  Before fusion, the diamond was smoothed and 
rounded while the connector was folded and textured with a wire brush.  

AggregAtion/MutAtion str Ategy

 This is a system of dissimilar parts with a constant connection 
strategy.  Both the component parts and the connectors were drawn digitally, 
overlapped and arranged in a regular grid.  The grid drawing was then 
mutated “photographically” with a Photoshop fish-eye filter to cause mutation.  
Interestingly, the actual effect this would have on the final assembly was 
unknown.  The line drawing was printed twice and the paper sheets were 
embedded in two sheets of wax.  The diamonds were then cut from one sheet 
and the connectors from the other.  As the parts were compiled, they began to 
overlap like fish scales in an unforeseen but formally exciting turn of events.  
The weight of the wax caused even more distortion as the system slumped 
before reaching its final size. 
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bronze lost-wA x cAsting process
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AnAlysis

 This case study pushed the parameters established by the previous 
study to the absolute limits.  In fact, it pushed the process to failure.  As it 
developed, this push, plus a number of circumstances conspired to make it a 
tremendously exciting process.  During construction in wax, gravity caused 
a nearly catastrophic distortion to the developing aggregation.  Later, during 
the casting process, a combination of inadequate filling tubes and soupy 
molten bronze left one third of the mold cavity unfilled.  The resulting bronze 
piece was subsequently missing a third of the material that had been carefully 
constructed in wax.  Luckily, the entire structural armature was intact as were 
most of the more visible diamond scales.  What emerged was a piece that had 
more variability and “organic” behavior than intended.  The loss of material 
resulted in a decayed quality so it was decided to “re-grow” the missing parts 
with a deep amber colored resin.  These were cast according to the original 
wax forms and fused to the metal with epoxy resin.  The resulting finished 
form had an increased organic character because it was complete and the 
material variation had a quality of new growth.  Gravitational effects, although 
nearly catastrophic to the wax structure, had deformed the system, causing a 
more interesting exaggerated gradient as the rows od diamonds progress from 
small to large.  The most profound emergent property revealed itself after the 
piece was repositioned several times in search of its most appropriate position 
for display.  Weighing nearly 60 pounds, it balanced sturdily on just 3 points 
in its most precarious orientation.  The cumulative result of these emergent 
properties was that the solid piece took on animated and corporeal qualities not 
thought possible at the beginning of the project.  

c m

e

essence

 This piece, composed of both bronze an resin, is completely true to 
its essential materials.  The geometry of the system’s pattern was dramatically 
inf luenced by both material and process.  All parts were strategically given 
a patina or painted to exaggerate elements of contrast, but this process only 
served to highlight the natural and desirable qualities of the materials.  For 
instance, the inside surfaces and structural armature of the bronze system was 
given a dark tar patina but the outer diamonds were polished until bright and 
ref lective. The resin panels were also darkened on their inside surfaces and 
their outer surfaces were lightly dusted with a gradient of gold paint so that 
they relate to the adjacent bronze while their own deep amber resin shows 
through.  

consistency 

 The loss of material during casting caused an inconsistency that was 
only partially resolved.  As a solid piece of bronze, it had material consistency 
but its formal systemic consistency had been eroded.  The addition of resin 
“prosthetics” to the system helped it regain conceptual consistency of pattern 
by restoring a growth-like quality but, despite attempts to blend the two, it 
added a contradiction of materiality.  Most obvious is the contradiction in both 
permanence and strength between the solid mass of bronze and the leaves of 
resin, which are light weight and fragile.  

Multi-functionAlit y

 As with the previous Study, this piece was designed to function in 
accordance with the casting process as well as function structurally and 
aesthetically. The bronze component achieves these combinations however, 
there were missed opportunities for further multi-functionality.   Originally, 
a web of wax strands, necessary for venting the air during casting, was 
sculpted into an intricately aesthetic outer layer. This would have been a strong 
multifunctional move, except none of this remained after casting.  Also, the 
resin additions serve no function other than aesthetic.
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5.3  bronze extroversIon
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intentions

 This Case Study began with the intention to develop a multi-layered, 
organic system from the principal of ref lecting light indirectly from a 
multitude of individual light sources built into each part.  It was conceived as a 
structural and aesthetic inversion of the previous two studies.

coMponent

 To achieve indirect light, each component was designed to both hold 
a light source, in this case an LED, and to ref lect the light. As with earlier 
bronze studies, each had to be shaped to transmit liquid metal as well as fuse 
to adjacent parts.  The parts were cut from a f lat sheet of wax. One half was 
punctured to hold a lamp and the other was shaped into a parabolic ref lector.  
They were then folded so that the lamp socket pointed into the ref lector.

AggregAtion/MutAtion str Ategy

 This is a system of similar parts with a variable connection strategy. 
However, the variable connection was only intended to have partial effect 
on the mutation of the final form.  Based on experience from previous work 
with wax, it was apparent that the soft wax structure would deform most from 
imperfections and the effects of gravity during assembly.  The wax parts were 
fused together leaving appendages that held air vents.  Once cast, the filled 
air vents were removed and the same appendages served to hold wood spikes 
intended to insulate copper wires from the bronze. Finally, LEDs were inserted 
with one lead touching the bronze and one touching the outer copper wire grid 
creating a parallel circuit to power the lamps.
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AnAlysis

 During the casting process, an air bubble prevented the mold from 
filling entirely with bronze.  The resulting piece was missing a third of its 
intended form.  Despite some new emergent properties, the form exhibited 
more of a decayed effect than one of growth, as was originally intended.  It 
was decided to rebuild the missing parts in wax, directly onto the bronze and 
re-cast the piece with aluminum. Aluminum has a much lower melting point 
than bronze, allowing it to fuse without destroying the original form.  The lost 
wax process was repeated and the successful final piece retained its formal 
consistency while gaining a bimetallic finish.  
 Perhaps the most interesting discovery occurred when the LED lamps 
were finally lit.  As hoped, the shadows produced on adjacent surfaces were 
stunning and intricate.  The system inherently produced the complex lighting 
effect that the first study produced only when lit from above.

c m

e

essence

 All aspects of the final form exist to their true nature.  Additionally, 
the form displays evidence of the wax to metal casting process.  For instance, 
the first step in the process was to pour wax into a pan to form a sheet from 
which the parts could be cut.  To keep the wax from sticking to the pan, a sheet 
of wax paper was laid in as a gasket.  By wrinkling the paper, one side of the 
wax sheet, and subsequent parts, took on the rough texture. After assembly, 
the entire inside of the piece gained a rustic, wrinkled quality that worked in 
contrast to the technical exterior. 

consistency 

 Despite a casting anomaly, the study has few contradictions to itself or 
the process that created it.  The only apparent contradiction is the addition of 
wood insulators protruding from the core.  However, they are so necessary to 
the system as a whole that they could not be removed and are therefore integral.  
They are repeated to the same degree as the rest of the system’s parts which 
produces pattern consistency.
 
Multi-functionAlit y

 This is the most multi-functional of all the metal case studies.  The 
individual components of the primary structural system were shaped to 
interlock together, properly fill with liquid metal, hold the tiny lamps and 
ref lect their light outward.  Wood spikes insulate half of the electric light 
circuit while visually elongating inherent protrusions of metal.  A web of 
copper wires forms the first conductor of current in a parallel circuit to the 
lamps and also produces a deliberate aesthetic layer that creates shadows from 
the ref lected light. The assembled armature, being of a conductive material, 
further functions as the second conductor for the parallel circuit of lamps.  Add 
the experiential effect of the aesthetically dialectic mass and the cast metal is 
performing eight discrete functions at once!  
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5.4   acrylIc InversIon
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intentions

To produce a light-weight, organic system with interesting lighting properties, 
f lexibility and interior to exterior difference.

pArt

Based on the two dimensional limitations of laser cutting, the components 
were designed to be printed and folded into their final functional shape.  Each 
part had both structural connectors and aesthetic shapes designed in and, to 
maximize the difference between outside and in, one side of each part was 
painted before folding. To eliminate waste, the part shape also allowed for close 
proximity on the sheet during laser cutting. 

AggregAtion/MutAtion str Ategy

This system is composed of dissimilar parts with a constant connection 
strategy.  The connection strategy remained the same while the part shapes 
were distorted.  Before laser cutting, a grid of identical parts was adjusted 
digitally to produce a formal mutation.  A custom script of computer code was 
used to cause the parts to expand based on their proximity to a set of points in 
digital space.  Those points were moved around until the shapes had distorted 
in a way that could produce an interesting form.  Because the adjustment was 
only to the two dimensional, unfolded shapes, the resulting form was only an 
assumption.  The parts were physically attached together with tabs that were 
locked by an interwoven grid of plastic cords that also complemented the 
structure with tensile strength.
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AnAlysis

 The qualitative effects of this digitally mutated system are perhaps the 
most dynamic of all the case-studies.  As with the previous bronze studies, the 
dark interior appears in stark contrast to the smoother white exterior.  As stated 
earlier, this was achieved by painting one side of each part with a hammered 
texture paint.  Although the parts were perfectly laser cut from a sheet of 
acrylic, variations that emerged due to the inaccuracy of the heat forming 
process cause the assemblage to have an organic quality.  An interesting 
property that emerged after assembly was that of f lexibility.  It is structurally 
sound by highly f lexible which produces a subtly different form every time it 
is moved. Its f lexibility is a property that could be carried forward in future 
systems that might benefit more from it.  

c m

e

essence

 All components of this system are plastic so the essential element 
is singular. Even the paint used to contrast the interior is made of plastic.  
There is no glue or fasteners so the system functions entirely according to the 
properties of acrylic.  

consistency 

 Although it is made entirely of plastic, this system, unlike the others, 
requires a lattice of plastic cord inside for structural rigidity.  The part to part 
structural relationship is supplemented by a larger system.   In this way, the 
cord is a contradiction to the part-to-whole compositional strategy present in 
all of the case-studies.  However, the formal qualities of the piece are entirely 
generated by variations in the parts themselves so in this way, there is logical 
consistency.

Multi-functionAlit y

 Had it been developed as originally intended, to have LED lamps built 
into each part, this system would be much more integrated.  The lattice inside 
was to be made of aluminum wire to conduct electricity and provide structure.  
This was started and tested but the lighting effects were not sufficiently 
interesting to warrant continuation.  The parts are still functioning both 
aesthetically and structurally.  The new plastic cord lattice is extended out of 
the structure and will be used to hang the piece from the ceiling.  
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5.5   ply Wood rIpple
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intentions

 This system marked a shift in the development of case studies to a 
larger scale with added functional parameters.  It was developed to express the 
ability of an everyday material, plywood, to perplex and amaze.  Additionally, 
it had to perform the tasks of storing thousands of material samples while also 
defining the nature of the space it was to be built in. 

coMponents

 Developed slightly differently from the previous studies, this system 
is composed of a set number of compression parts that each have strategic pre-
planned angle variations between their connection points. Additionally there 
are consistently shaped tension members that lock everything together. These 
all assemble to form a square grid of “cubby” like storage spaces.

AggregAtion/MutAtion str Ategy

 This system is a set of dissimilar parts with a constant connection 
strategy.  Mutation occurs in this system by selecting one of four different 
angled parts during assembly.  The parts lock together and carry all forces 
without glue or mechanical fasteners.  If composed of parts with zero degrees 
of difference, the system will be f lat.  When composed of 45 degree angle 
parts, the entire system will shift along a 45 degree axis.  By combining 
different angles for vertical and horizontal shifts, the system begins to develop 
more complex formal behaviors while retaining the regular grid necessary for 
storage.
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protot ype one protot ype two
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AnAlysis

 This system was the first to develop under the parameters of a real 
architectural program.  It was designed for a new material library in the school 
of Architecture and Interior Design at the University of Cincinnati’s college 
of Design, Art, Architecture and Planning.  Due to the numerous functional 
parameters established at the beginning of the project, the system had to 
embody a high degree of elegance and it required five prototypes to prove 
viable. As stated earlier, it was primarily a storage system for material samples 
and books but it also served to divide, organize and characterize the room as 
well. 
 It was never assumed that the system would rely on mechanical 
fasteners for assembly.  Plywood is structurally useful in both compression 
and tension.  By tracking structural forces in the system, the components were 
designed to lock together according to their natural structural tendency.  Parts 
that pull on one another attach with hooks and the parts that press on each 
other use a simple puzzle piece to prevent slipping.  In this way, the entire 
system essentially locks itself together during assembly.   
 To accomplish this structural interlocking with plywood, the tolerances 
between parts had to be perfect.  This became one of the most educational 
aspects of using the CNC machining process.  While the machine is capable 
of producing high tolerances, the designer has to establish exactly what the 
space between parts needs to be for easy assembly and stability.  Many of the 
prototypes were constructed just to establish the precise distance, accurate to 
three decimal points.

c m

e

essence

 There is only one material present in this entire system.  No part of 
the plywood is covered up or hidden and the parts are oriented to express 
the beauty of the material end grain.  Additionally, much of the aesthetic is 
inf luenced by the motion and cutting characteristics of the CNC Router.

consistency 

 This system is made entirely of plywood so there are no contradictions 
to its materiality.  The structural form of the system is able to perform 
or support all functions without adjustments so there are no systemic 
contradictions either.

 
Multi-functionAlit y

 As established earlier, the functional requirements were stringent on 
this system. Multi-functional thinking made it possible to produce a single 
system capable of accomplishing all that was required.  Every part transfers 
one if not multiple structural loads and many, depending on their location in 
the whole, also serve as shelves or as slides for drawers that interface with the 
system.  The parts were shaped to produce a technical aesthetic but also to fit 
closely together when oriented as line data to be cut from a sheet of plywood.  
This tight “nesting” of parts minimizes wasted wood during CNC cutting.  
The final form of the whole has multiple functions as well.  The overall form 
resulting from strategic part organization divides space and also defines it.  
It creates three separate “rooms” out of one space.  It organizes the library 
according to its own nature. Since the drawers only slide in when the system is 
composed of 45 degree angle parts, the whole system turns 45 degrees where 
that kind of storage is necessary.  Similarly, the material samples only store 
where the system is at zero degrees.  Additionally, there is a horizontal bend 
that angles material samples toward the eyes of visitors.  
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5.6   ply Wood shIft
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intentions

 The second of the large scale case studies, this system began as a more 
structurally viable plywood solution to the storage problem explored in the 
previous Material Library system.  A hexagon grid is inherently more stable 
than a square grid.  This system evolved with few functional parameters in an 
effort to explore the aesthetic variations possible in a plywood part-to-whole 
construction.

coMponents

 There are only two plywood components that compose this system.  
The primary components are asymmetrical so they can be f lipped during 
assembly produce formal distortions. The secondary pieces serve to lock the 
others together. 

AggregAtion/MutAtion str Ategy

 This system is composed of a set of identical parts with a variable 
connection strategy.  Each part has extra connection points that allow them to 
be shifted during assembly, which combined with the asymmetry of the parts, 
causes significant formal distortion.  The parts lock together with triangular 
clamps that are compressed with a single bolt.  
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AnAlysis

 The hexagon grid proved its value as a structurally rigid composition 
method.  This system, although six feet tall, is rigid enough to stand on.  The 
effect of shifting components has a greater aesthetic effect than intended.  
As with the previous system, created with CNC machining technology, the 
material tolerances at the joints became crucial during assembly.  After a 
small prototype, the connectors were adjusted so that tolerances became 
less important and the final study went together smoothly.  The size of the 
connectors limits the storage capacity of the hexagonal compartments but 
the aesthetic and experiential characteristics of the system are very rich and 
interesting.

c m

e

essence

 This system is composed of two materials and they are both expressed.  
The wood parts are shaped in a way that is consistent with the operational 
parameters of CNC machining and the bolts are used for their inherent 
compression strength.  

consistency 

 Because it is composed of identical parts, the system has a very 
consistent formal quality.  However, the bolts present a contradiction in 
materiality that could perhaps be worked out in future versions.  To mitigate 
the inconsistency of material, hex head bolts were chosen so that the hexagon 
theme would be consistent.  Also, the connectors are designed in a way that 
connects three parts together with only one bolt.  This plus the fact that 
the bolts are oriented so that their hexagons are in the same plane as the 
larger structural hexagons, produces a very deliberate integration of the two 
materials.
 
Multi-functionAlit y

 Although initially developed as a storage system, this aspect of 
its functionality is lacking.  All parts are working both structurally and 
aesthetically but, aside from this, there are limited other multifunctional 
aspects.  The connectors are somewhat dual purpose because they connect 
three parts at once but they interfere with the system voids that would 
otherwise be useful for storage.  These would need to be minimized in future 
versions to better accomplish the goal of storage.  During the production 
process, the shapes of the parts nested together tightly on the sheet plywood to 
minimize waste material so the individual parts are functionally effective in 
process, structure and aesthetic.
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chApter 6

 continuing explor Ation 
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expAnding Architectur Al relevAnce  

 This process of defining and creating Elegance in terms of architecture 
is by no means complete.  This final but ongoing project is to adapt the 
previous hexagon study into a viable exterior structural and cladding system.  
This project will hold the concepts of elegance to the highest standards to date 
and will be the most “architectural” because of its scale and application.  As an 
architectural system it, at a minimum, must be held to the same standards as 
traditional architectural systems that were developed, in some cases, over the 
span of thousands of years.   It will need to be structurally viable, sealed from 
moisture, insulated and aesthetically interesting.  Additionally, responding to 
a proposed development on the campus of the University of Cincinnati, there 
is an interest in producing an experience of the system on the inside that is 
completely different from that of the outside.  Due to its proposed context, it 
must have a quality of permanence and it must light up to display information 
on a large scale.  
 This System is evolving as a combination of two primary materials 
and one secondary material.  As defined earlier, a system is necessary as 
materials fail to accomplish complex goals on their own.  The requirements of 
this project are such that a combination of steel and glass will be necessary to 
fulfill the goals.  In reality, a two+ material system is still very limited and it 
will require maximum multi-functionality and consistency to accomplish the 
list of tasks with refinement and beauty.   

intentions

 

 This system was generated from the requirements of a theoretical 
project on the campus of the University of Cincinnati.  The proposal was a 
structure that contained an art gallery space and would be a sculptural beacon 
displaying information on a large scale to highlight the events and pursuits of 
the College of Design, Art, Architecture and Planning.  The list of functional 
parameters needed to accomplish this included the following:

Structural Stability

Moisture Resistance

Insulation

Interior/Exterior Qualitative Contrast

Electrical Conductivity

Light Generation

Pixilation for Information Display

Translucency for constant light 

Interaction with a Foundation System 

Manufacturing Viability

Variability for Sculptural Form 
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coMponents

 Continuing with the structural success of the previous hexagon system, 
this developing system employs the tremendous strength of steel to further 
scale up the grid.  Steel is also conductive and easy to laser cut and bend.  
The steel will provide most of the compression and tensile structural strength 
necessary, while cast glass components will provide additional compression 
strength, moisture barrier, translucency and lighting effects.  By casting glass 
instead of assuming a sheet based process and application, the components can 
be shaped to embody tremendous function and aesthetic.  In this system, the 
glass components are wedge shapes that fit within the hexagons of the steel 
system, enclosing it on both sides from the elements.  Glass also conducts 
light and this property is utilized to magnify and direct the light of low 
voltage LEDs to the outside for display.  The aggregate nature of the system 
provides the pixilation needed to differentiate the light to produce imagery 
and information.  Rubber is applied to the connection faces of each glass part 
to seal the joints from water and air.  This rubber, when colored appropriately, 
also adds aesthetic complexity.

AggregAtion/MutAtion str Ategy

 This system is composed of a set of identical parts with a variable 
connection strategy.  Each steel part has extra connection points that allow 
them to be shifted during assembly, which combined with the asymmetry of 
the parts, causes formal distortion.  The parts lock together with simple steel 
triangular clamps that are compressed with a single bolt.  As the bolts are 
tightened, the hexagons compress toward their center points and pinch the glass 
wedges and their rubber gaskets into a watertight solid, much like the steel 
rings compress the wood slats of a barrel together.
 To activate the system, each component can be placed in multiple 
locations along an axis perpendicular to the plane of the overall form.  This is 
made possible by the extra connectors in the steel parts as well as the thickness 
of the glass wedges.  The glass parts are thick enough that they maintain 
surface connection to their adjacent parts in any of the optional connection 
locations yielded by the steel parts, there by also maintaining a water and air 
tight seal.  

steel

gl Ass + rubber

coMbined pArts
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inter ior

exterior
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chApter 7

    conclusion

As architecture becomes increasingly complex, more sophisticated tools 
are needed to evaluate the success of a design solution.  Elegance is an 
evaluative tool that lies deeper than many contemporary justifications for 
architecture.  While it is not the only evaluative concept, it combines essence, 
multi-functionality and consistency which, together, can inf luence an entire 
parametric and systemic design process.  Elegance is a powerful tool in the 
hands of a designer; it allows for the repeated realization of practical and 
creative architectural solutions by providing an evaluative framework to justify 
decisions.
 Compare elegance to environmental performance and parametric data 
representation, two new and erroneous justifications for architecture.  For 
lack of a better criteria, many substitute these for real evaluative tools.  For 
instance, if a building meets all the criteria on a LEED checklist, then it is 
good.  Or, if a building’s form represents the way the wind blows or the average 
market value of urban real estate, then it is good.  Working from checklists or 
data sets produces only what is expected and ignores the power of the mind to 
organize highly effective and meaningful solutions. Design from checklists 
truly positions architecture away from a creative field and well into the realm 
of bureaucracy.  
 Elegance provides a framework for success but ultimately leaves 
the artistry and decision making up to the designer.  Solving problem sets 
as extensive as any given architectural project requires a designer with 
a fundamental ability to effectively compose a building.  The product of 
an architect is not a building, it is a successful and repeatable process for 
designing buildings.  A Surgeon can not save lives without first learning and 
practicing surgical technique and an architect can not accomplish lofty building 
goals without developing and mastering a process that successfully produces 
viable architecture.     

 Elegant system development can affect any higher goal in a positive 
way.  For instance, elegant systems are inherently “green” because they 
double up functions and save materials.  Elegant part-to-whole systems are 
easily composed into meaningful structures that can illicit the experience of 
any “data” that a designer desires, be it numeric or poetic.  Elegance can also 
minimize the cost of a project by producing systems able to perform several 
additional tasks for the same price as a specified system.
 Elegance dignifies both product and producer. Elegant architecture 
is meaningful in its ability it bring to light the power of the human mind.  
A successful fusion of complexity and elegance ref lects our most current 
understanding of the forces and structures that have built the universe around 
us.  The need to express a generation’s cognitive accomplishments through 
architecture is a long lived tradition among practitioners.  The universe is 
elegant and elegant thinking is a vehicle for the true expression of scientific 
and cultural progress to those who choose to embrace it. Those who experience 
an elegant architecture will be enlightened to the greater aspirations of design 
similar to the way listening to a great symphony declares the ability, talent and 
thought of its composers and musicians. Elegant solution are mysterious when 
they perform above and beyond what is expected. To understand an elegant 
solution, one must engage in its nuances and figure it out.  They demand 
consideration from a witness.  The development of further meaning on the part 
of a designer, such as is possible through the use of a theme, then adds rich 
poetic layers to an already interesting story.  
 Most importantly, the pursuit of elegance is necessary for maintaining 
the credibility of the profession of architecture.  It is a pursuit of process which 
is an architect’s most valuable product.  Because designing with elegance 
elevates a project beyond the utility and economy of standard practice, 
architecture can remain a rational and objective pursuit while also pushing 
into innovative new territories of meaningful and effective experiences.  
The process for producing elegance provides a framework within which 
designers can more effectively make and evaluate their decisions, giving 
them the confidence to pursue ever more complex and innovative solutions to 
civilization’s most relevant and exciting problems.   
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